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1.3 OBJECTIVES (PAGE 2)
The objectives for both the workshop and this report were:

1) Review status and trends of southern BC Chinook salmon Conservation
Units and component populations.
2) Synthesize evidence regarding:
a) The impact, relative importance and potential for mitigation of factors
hypothesized to limit the productive capacity of Chinook salmon?
b) The future risks associated with climate change and potential
adaptation strategies?
3) Recommend additional research and monitoring for future planning.
4) Review existing management/assessment tools that could be used to
incorporate risks into a management decision making framework and offer
suggestions for improvement. (This was not addressed by Panel.)

Report Contents:
• Executive summary ... includes overall
conclusions
• Introduction, Background & History
• Status and Trends (DFO trend analysis)
• Harvest
• Freshwater Habitat
• Marine Habitat
• Hatcheries
• Pathogens (won’t discuss today ... GBC/PSF/DFO project)
• Future Climate Change (minimal consideration today)
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(page 17).
There are substantial
differences between
regions but there are
also common trends.
In 5 of 6 regions
summarized here, 4
show significant
declines in spawners
since early 2000’s
and one has
remained depressed
since mid-1990s.
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Geographic Scope of Study:
• 35 Conservation Units involving 420 spawning
sites in Southern BC
• 5 categories of data quality: Persistent,
Aggregated, Data deficient, Deleted, and Extirpated
• Analysis based on 157 Persistent sites (verified
time series) including 226 sites (Table ES-1)
• Persistent sites have variable Hatchery returns

Chapter 3: Status and Trends Analyses
Escapement Trend summary (page ii), for 21 CU with “low or
unknown” enhanced activity, based on one time series per CU:
13 showed declines > 50% in last 3 generations
5 showed increases, &
3 showed decreases between zero and 50%.
DFO analysis, Figure ST-1, page 42
Other assessments based on Catches, CWT-derived Marine
Survival Rates, Life cycle productivity (including time varying
productivity estimates), and multiple stock assessments over
larger geographic scales.

Pg. 42

Cowichan River fall
Chinook (Hatchery +
Natural spawners)

Chapter 4. Is HARVEST a significant stressor on Southern BC
Chinooks?
Introduced 3 Regional clusters of Chinook CU’s: Offshore, Far-North Migrating, and Local

Largely dependent on workshop presentation and discussions with Chuck Parken.

Examined distribution of CWT stocks, Catch trends in ocean and
terminal fisheries, and CWT estimated Total Exploitation Rates.
SBC Chinook populations only, total coast wide ocean catches
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Harvest, page 84:
“ …. The relative stability of recent low CWT-based marine survival rates …
indicates that there has been a substantial and persistent reduction in
survival from smolt to age 2 for some Chinook stocks “
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Figure H-13 ... Estimated total exploitation rates by stock groups (page 110)

Harvest (continued) ...

“ … the question is, were they reduced by enough and
early enough on particular stocks to avoid contributing
substantially to the observed decrease in spawner
abundances?”

A fundamental issue is the sustainable harvest impact
on a stock is determined by the population unit’s
productivity (i.e., the returns per spawner) ... But these
are poor known by Conservation Units and Chinook life
history types.

Chapter 6. Marine Habitat
“The general decline in spawner abundances across CU’s suggest that
mortality causing the decline occurred in habitat shared by SBC stocks.”
page 95
Figure MH-4.
Bivariate correlation
coefficients of marine
survival rates and
distance between
entry points for BC
Chinook stocks.
(page 107)
Marc Trudel, DFO,
presentation slide 23

6.3 HAS MARINE HABITAT LIKELY BEEN A FACTOR RESPONSIBLE FOR
RECENT TRENDS IN ABUNDANCE OF SOUTHERN BC CHINOOK? (PG 98)

The Panel concluded that conditions in the marine
environment during the first year of marine residency of SBC
Chinook salmon was very likely a key driver in recent trends in
survival and productivity. Both local and basin-scale
oceanographic conditions are affecting marine survival. There
is strong evidence of direct effects of local marine conditions
on the survival of Chinook salmon, especially in the Strait of
Georgia.
Based on CWT marine survival rates, climate indices and effects on
biological production, top-down controls (predation) and models of
Killer whale impacts, hatchery Chinook competition

Figure MH-13 ... Marine survival rates vs. Numbers of Hatchery Chinook released.

Page 113

Chapter 7. Hatcheries ... Likely the most extensively discussed
section of the report, compared to extensive US reviews.
Panel concerned with the impact of hatchery Chinook
production on natural populations for 3 reasons:
1. Information provided was largely numbers of fish released,
no metrics on adult production and contribution to local
natural spawning populations was provided.
2. U.S. Members were concerned with definition of wild
salmon under Canada’s Wild Salmon Policy and questioned
how we would evaluate the numbers of wild salmon in the
presence of hatchery strays.
3. R. Withler’s presentation on WCVI Chinook genetics
indicates strong evidence of genetic introgression.
However, hatchery effects can not account for broad geographic pattern of
decline in Chinook spawning abundances as the greatest declines occurred
where there is the least likely hatchery effects (interior Fraser Chinook).

Page 116

Chapter 8. Pathogens
“There is no doubt that pathogens and disease cause

mortality in Chinook salmon individuals, but evidence of
population level impacts in southern BC Chinook salmon is
very limited and largely inferred from experience in cultured
populations (both in federal hatcheries and the salmon
farming industry, also see Hershberger et al. 2013).”(page 144)

Chapter 9. Future Climate Change
“While climate likely has an impact on southern BC Chinook
through a number of these pathways, no evidence was
presented to the workshop that could attribute some portion of
the decrease for the period 1995 to 2012 to this mechanism.”
(pg. 150) … but future impacts likely to increase.

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS OF PANEL ... Page xviii to xxii

The abundances of Chinook salmon spawning in many
Conservation Units (CUs) in southern BC have declined
substantially over the past 3 generations, but the
clearest indication of this decline is within the Fraser
River and not as apparent in other regions.
Limitations of Information ... Encountered in every topic reviewed.
… it was not possible for the Science Panel, to

quantitatively assess the relative likelihood of different
factors contributing to trends in the abundance and
productivity of southern BC Chinook salmon stocks.

Trends in SBC Chinook Abundance and Productivity

Southern B.C. Chinook stocks exhibit temporal patterns in lifecycle productivity, and to a lesser extent age-2 marine survival
rate, that are shared to some extent across a large spatial area
from Oregon up through western Alaska. Thus, it seems likely
that there are large-scale marine processes influencing
Chinook productivity. However, stock-specific deviations in
survival rates and productivity from the shared trends indicate
that there are other key factors affecting productivity that are
not shared across a wider group of stocks. That is, local
processes causing variation in productivity are also prominent.
Any consideration of mechanisms causing changes in survival
rate and life-cycle productivity must recognize variation on
both local and large scales.

Research Priorities ... Pages xxi to xxii
“Throughout our review the panel was frequently confronted
with limited information over time and space. The highest
priority follow up from this review would likely be for DFO and
collaborating entities to undertake a critical review of
assessment data available and needs, and related research.”
Fundamental issue is one of monitoring and assessment versus explaining
causation. Requires much more strategic plan with much better data.

“Finally, because the need for more quantitative evaluations
of complex systems will likely increase, the Panel strongly
recommends the department consider new more
collaborative and inclusive processes to meet these needs.”

Support slides ... Other conclusions.

Harvest: … If the latter possibility is true, then even
the reduced exploitation rates may remain too high to
sustain Chinook production for some CUs. (section 4.4)
A fundamental issue is the sustainable harvest impact on a stock
is determined by the population unit’s productivity (i.e., the
returns per spawner).

Freshwater Habitats:
… there was no evidence presented to suggest that the
variation in patterns of decline or increase observed in
recent years among CUs is related to land-use activities
including forestry, urban development, and linear
developments (roads, pipelines) and water uses.
BR: Conclusion is weaker than it sounds due to data.

Marine Habitat: ... Major conclusion shown earlier
There is strong evidence of direct effects of local marine
conditions on the survival of Chinook salmon, especially
in the Strait of Georgia.
On general principle, however, smaller fish have higher
natural mortality rates, which helps to support our
primary research recommendation is to focus on early
marine periods.

Hatcheries:
… there are a number of factors that indicate that hatchery
programs have likely had a negative effect on the productivity
and viability of natural populations in some CUs. The effect
appears to be highly variable between CU groups, ranging
from little or no impact (in most Fraser River CUs) to
substantial risks (Vancouver Island).
… the Panel recommended an independent programmatic
assessment including evaluation of the role hatcheries serve,
the consistency with which hatchery programs meet Wild
Salmon Policy (WSP) goals, and more quantitative accounting
of the contributions of hatchery-produced Chinook to
fisheries and natural spawning streams.

